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President Bulger, Speaker Flaherty, and fellow citizens:
We meet tonight as residents of a state that has seen another year

of progress. But we have miles still to travel.
Tens of thousands of people who were unemployed in Massachu-

setts a year ago are working today. But Paul Cellucci and I won’t let
up until everyone can find a job.

In the past year, we saw the enactment of important crime-fighting
legislation. But other crime proposals we filed went unaddressed.

We passed an Education Reform Act which is transforming our
public schools. But some children are being lost to us before they even
reach kindergarten.

Beginning tonight and continuing over the next several weeks and
months, Lieutenant Governor Cellucci and I will offer proposals to
deal with all of these issues.

A number of our ideas will doubtless be criticized as too bold or
too radical. Some people will say what we are proposing cannot be
done. I’ve heard that line before, and so have you.

They said we couldn’t balance the budget without raising taxes.
They said we could never pay for education reform without raising
taxes. They said we could never get private companies to do a better
job than government in running skating rinks or repairing highways.
They said we could never provide better health services to the poor,
the elderly, and the disabled by closing huge state hospitals and
transferring patients to community-based settings. And they said we
could never turn Massachusetts into a state that welcomes job-
creating investments from employers.

In essence, they said we could never change state government. But
as you know we did all that, and more.

When I am done tonight, you will hear from the guardians of the
status quo: those who say we shouldn’t try to change state govern-
ment; the same people who said we shouldn’t cut taxes; the
people who said we shouldn’t reduce the size of the state payroll;
the people who said we shouldn’t get tough with violent criminals
because they are really victims themselves.

CommotitoeallJj of 4naooacf)ii*ett*

I’m glad we were able to make these changes. I believe we should
make more.
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This year, thanks to education reform, we are going to put
$214 million in new state aid into our classrooms, and offer greater
educational opportunity for every child in Massachusetts. That’s
real change.

But let’s think for a moment about the children, themselves, who
are entering these schools. Many of them come from families trapped
in the welfare system families where Big Bird and Barney are the
only “father figures” in sight.

One recent study indicates that girls who grow up in welfarefamilies
are three times as likely as the general population to drop out of high
school; twice as likely to become addicted to drugs; two-and-a-half
times as likely to end up on welfare; and four-and-a-half times as likely
to have a child out of wedlock.

The picture for boys raised in welfare families is no better. They
are twice as likely to be unemployed; twice as likely to drop out of
high school; and two-and-a-half times as likely to end up in prison.

Many of these kids have been abandoned by their fathers. Ther
are single parents everywhere, trying to make it work. We should assis
and admire them. And we should reserve a special measure of con
tempt for fathers who have financially abandoned their children.

Thanks to new legislation enacted this month, we can now go after
“deadbeat dads” with a vengeance, make them pay child support, and
in so doing, lift thousands of families off welfare.

Let’s also acknowledge that children born to unwed mothers do not
have the same opportunities to succeed as kids born to married
parents. As President Clinton’s welfare adviser, David Ellwood, has
pointed out, “The vast majority of children who are raised entirely
in a two-parent home will never be poor during childhood. By
contrast, the vast majority of children who spend time in a single-
parent home will experience poverty.”

Yet illegitimacy has nearly doubled in the past decade. Eighty-three
percent of the births to teen mothers in Massachusetts are outside of
marriage, a rate second in this country only to Washington, D.C.

Girls born when we were all watching Star Wars are now having
children. They should be enjoying high school; instead, many of them
are learning how hard it is to be a mother.

One big reason they are having these kids is a crazy welfare system
that encourages single-parent households and seems to assume they’re
economically viable even preferable. Welfare as it current
makes it easy lor a young girl to get money Irom the governn
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but only if she moves away from her parents! Welfare as it currently
exists says it is okay for a recipient to live with anyone except for
the father of her children! Talk about a government program that
breaks families apart!

Listen to what one teen-aged mother from Lawrence told the Eagle-
Tribune: “A lot of younger kids, they look at older children having
children and receiving money. They say, ‘Wow!’They don’t know how
hard it is.”

And listen to the warning of Susan Perrault, an education counselor
who works with these young women: “We can’t let them go away from
home and get their own apartments. The minute they get the welfare
mentality, it’s over.”

For some reason beyond me, we still have people who defend the
current welfare system. Protectors of the status quo have developed
a brochure that tells recipients how to keep receiving welfare checks
even if they come into money or win the lottery.

I don’t believe we can continue a welfare program that rewards
illegitimacy and long-term dependency. Those monthly cash grants
succeed most in keeping people out of the work force, and poor. Many
children who grow up in this system merely repeat its dismal failures.
It is time to re-write government’s exhausted prescription for poverty
and dependency.

We should have a welfare system which encourages the values that
dominate the rest of American life work, self-sufficiency and
families where both parents play a role in raising their children. Inter-
generational dependency does nothing to help children; seeing parents
with the dignity of a job is good for kids. And for the parent, the
best work experience is work itself.

When we considered welfare reform last year, many mothers stuck
on welfare told us, “If I had health care and day care, I’d work.” We
heard them loud and clear.

I propose that we in Massachusetts abolish our welfare system that
abandons families in poverty. Tomorrow, I will file legislation to
eliminate the traditional cash grant for able-bodied welfare recipients.

Let me repeat that; we propose to eliminate the traditional cash
grant for able-bodied welfare recipients.

Instead, we will use those funds to provide welfare families the
of support which offers real hope and opportunity. Day care. Ht

re. Child support from absent fathers. Food stamps and nutr
sistance for children, and other em
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These benefits give welfare recipients the support they need to work,
without creating a culture of long-term dependency.

Under our employment support proposal, a family of three who
currently receives $9,900 in welfare benefits would see its standard
of living actually rise by more than 40 percent even with a minimum-
wage job; it would be worth it to work.

This plan would put half the welfare caseload more than 50,000
families to work. On top of providing day care for tens of thousands
of these children, the savings associated with this initiative will also
allow the state to direct another $3O million toward subsidized day
care slots for other low-income working families, who are now just
barely making ends meet.

Keeping families from breaking down also has a lot to do with
keeping communities intact. Remember: kids on welfare are two-and-
a-half times as likely to end up in prison. They don’t get there by
accident.

The truth is that welfare and crime are not only scarring young lives
but also threatening to overwhelm working families and neighbor-
hoods. We need to get more police back on the neighborhood beat
and on the streets, so this year’s budget will triple our investment in
community policing. We are going to send $l5 million to cities and
towns throughout Massachusetts so that the best crime deterrent
around, a police officer, is back in the heart of a neighborhood.

Last month in Dorchester, a fifteen-year-old carrying Christmas
presents to a violence-prevention meeting was shot and killed in the
crossfire of guns.

This young man had a name Louis Brown. He had a family
hard-working parents, a sister and a baby brother. And Louis Brown
had a promising future. Had.

Last spring, in Walpole, nineteen-year-old Scott Down was shot
to death in the parking lot of a fast-food restaurant where he worked.
Scott Down was working for a better future he was a college fresh-
man who held three part-time jobs. His future is gone, too.

How many innocent, young victims like Louis Brown and Scott
Down will it take before we get serious about the spread of juvenile
street violence and illegal guns?

Let’s get real about the increase in violence among teenagers. We
have to go after the gun traffickers who are flooding communities with
deadly, illegally obtained weapons.
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Let’s get real about how we treat the repeat, violent criminals who
are the most dangerous threat to our safety. Someone who has been
convicted three times of murder, rape, or other vicious crimes has
already devastated several victims and their families. He has done
more than break the law he has demonstrated that the law means
nothing to him. That is why I will file legislation to impose a man-
datory life sentence on anyone convicted of a third violent felony.
Americans believe in a second chance, but we also know that after
three clean strikes, you’re out.

Cracking down on crime isn’t just a public safety issue. It also is
the best economic development program for many neighborhoods
places where hundreds of thousands of parents struggle every day,
to make a better life for their families.

These hard-working families deserve a break. That’s why thebudget
we are submitting next week will include tax cuts and credits to
strengthen families who are raising children, and support people who
have sacrificed to help others.

Working parents put in long hours to raise and support their
children, because they want to give them the best opportunities
possible. We’re going to assist these efforts, by increasing the tax
exemption for dependents to $1,500 per child.

To help the working poor keep more of their hard-earned income,
and these are the people who work on weekends and at night without
complaint because they know it means more money for their families,
we will raise the No Tax Status threshold by $l,OOO for individuals
and $1,500 for couples..

We will exempt veterans’ pensions from taxation. We will increase
exemptions for the blind and the elderly, valued members of our
society who often live on fixed incomes.

We will lower the state income tax to 5.85 percent.
For the first time in twelve years, we will increase the personal

exemption by $5OO for individuals, and $l,OOO for joint filers.
Altogether, these measures will send $270 million a year to all the

taxpayers who contribute to our economy and our government.
I know that there are some out there who will sneer at these tax

cuts. Those are the same people who confuse taxing the middle class
with compassion. They’ll say that putting a hundred bucks back into
each taxpayer’s pocket is no big deal.
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But you know that $ 100 can make a difference. It can help buy
books for a child in college; help cover a heating bill after a cold
month; buy special gifts for grandchildren; or fix a car to get to work.

And tax relief for working families can provide real juice for our
economy, which is beginning to grow. Worcester is now rebuilding
its downtown; a major shipping line linking Massachusetts to Europe
and Mexico is coming to the Port of Boston, complementing the new
inland port at Fort Devens; Biogen is building a $4O million research
center in Cambridge, affirming its faith in Massachusetts as the
biotech capital of the country; World Cup soccer is bringing tens of
thousands of international visitors some people call them rich
tourists to Foxboro; manufacturers like the Danaher Tool
Company in Springfield are deciding to stay, and grow, in
Massachusetts; and, yes, a new megaplex in Boston may soon be
vaulting our capital city back to the center of the international arena.

The opportunities are present, from the economy, to health care,
to our environment, to our families. So are the challenges.

******

Now, I know that many of the people in this chamber are active
Democrats, and in your heart of hearts, you’re hoping you won’t have
to look at Cellucci and me up here again next year. Actually, that
may go for several people on the dais!

But there is nothing to be gained by gridlock. There may be an
election in November, but we need both thought and action now.

What do you do about a 17-year-old girl with two kids of her own?
How do you provide health care for a family making $16,000 a year?
How do you save a neighborhood from a gang?

These are tough questions. But we’re not afraid of the answers.
And whether you are a struggling mother in Holyoke, a father

looking for work in Fall River, or a widow worried bout the future
of your Lowell neighborhood, Paul Cellucci and I want you to know
one thing; we’re fighting, and we’re going to continue to fight, for you.

Thank you.
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